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BOOK REVIEWSSome hapters in the history of logi turn out to be less visible than others,due to several reasons whih inlude author's in�uene, orientation of review-ers, among others. Although LLP intends to publish reviews of reent books,reviews of not so new books an be also published, if they would ontributeto the onnetions between logi and philosophy and to the history of logi.This is the ase of the From Peire to Skolem. A Negleted Chapter in theHistory of Logi by Geraldine Brady, as reviewed by Davide Bondoni whihwe publish in the present issue. Walter CarnielliGeraldine Brady, From Peire to Skolem. A Negleted Chapter in theHistory of Logi, Studies in the History and Philosophy of Mathematis,vol. 4, Elsevier (imprint: North-Holland), 2000, ISBN-13: 978-0444503343,ISBN-10: 0-444-50334-X, 625 pp.In the 2000, Geraldine Brady of the department of Computer Siene inChiago has published by Elsevier a book, entitled From Peire to Skolem,A Negleted Chapter in the History of Logi [Bra00℄. Her main e�ort is to�ll a gap in the seminal handbook by van Heijenoort [vH67℄. Aording toher opinion, Heijenoort would have ignored the algebrai tradition in logi,not inserting in his work any paper belonging to this tradition.This is not at all orret; in Heijenoort's book it would be ontained awork of Tarski, but this last refused his approval. Apart this small inauray,Brady's book presents itself as a valuable resoure for whom interested andtrained in the algebra of logi. She onsiders both the work of Peire and© 2009 by Niolaus Copernius University ISSN: 1425-3305
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354 Book ReviewsShröder, the Löwenheim-Skolem's theorem and in an appendix translatesmuh material from Shröder's Letures on the Algebra of Logi. Despite thefat that in all the book only 30 pages are devoted to Shröder, this is themost appealing setion of the book, given the lak of studies on Shröder'slogi.1. Here, Brady oupies herself hie�y with the shröderian alulus ofrelations as the most signi�ant faet of Shröder's endeavours on logi. Inpartiular, there are analyzed aurately the solution problem and the haintheory in terms of relatives. Unfortunately, Brady aepts Lewis' statement,aording to that Shröder would have merely translated Dedekind's theoryof hains in his theory of relations. For example:Shröder translates Dedekind's set-theoreti treatment of hains line-by-line into the seond-intentional alulus of relatives. [Bra00, p. 158℄This is a great misunderstanding. What Brady doesn't see is that Shröderputs in evidene the equivalene between the onept of hain and that ofthe smallest re�exive transitive losure of a relation. This is an importantresult obtained by Shröder. It's su�ient bringing to mind the entrality ofsuh losure in many logial and mathematial areas to grasp the meaningand the sope of the onept of re�exive transitive losure. I think aboutKleene's algebras, to graph theory, to omputer siene, et.It's true that Shröder doesn't use the expression 're�exive transitive losure';that will be introdued later in topology, but it's manifest that he has in mindsuh onept from the equivalenes he lays down about the hains. I.e, heshows, �rstly, that a hain, seen as a relation R, is a relative ful�lling thefollowing onditions:1. resene2. idempotene3. monotonyand, after, that R is a re�exive and transitive relation. It's also true thatShröder emphasizes the importane of his work on hains from a linguistipoint of view:[. . . ℄ trotz allem unsre Darstellung der Kettentheorie an Über-sihtlihkeit keinen andern [. . . ℄ nahstellen wird. [Sh66, p. 353℄[. . . ℄ our presentation of the hain theory is seond to none withrespet to larity [. . . ℄. [Bra00, p. 302℄



Book Reviews 355This fous on the linguisti features of the alulus of relatives is main-tained by Shröder also in a short paper published in the MathematisheAnnalen [Sh95℄, where he ondenses the main matter of the third volumeof the Letures. But, an historian of logi must read beyond Shröder's linesasting light on the not-said. There's ertainly a linguisti dimension in thealulus of relatives; in fat, the last Shröder saw in it a language, a pasigra-phy, to translate aurately the onepts of siene. But we must not forgetthat in this plae Shröder shows that the hain theory is independent fromthe onept of funtion. Shröder doesn't limit himself to translate and gen-eralize the hain theory, as maintained from Brady. It's a pity that Bradydoesn't appreiate this fat.2. Even in treating the solution problem, Brady makes a great mistake.She states that Shröder foresaw in this ontext Skolem funtions.This is where he [Shröder℄ introdues a preursor of Skolem funtions,replaing existential quanti�ers by funtion symbols that witness them.[Bra00, p. 258℄It's not true. Shröder exploits something like Skolem funtions in anotheroasion, but not here. In the �fth leture, that devoted to the Au�ö-sungsproblem, Shröder aimed only to �nd that relation obtaining amongthese relations whih are not solutions of a given equation of the form
F (x) = 0. Said better. Aording Brady's reading, Shröder would havesaid something like:

∀xF (x, f(x)) = 0 ↔ ∀x∃yF (x, y) = 0 (1)Taking for granted (1), Brady's onlusion is straightforward. HoweverShröder doesn't state (1), but
∀xF (x, f(x)) = 0 ↔ ¬∀x∃yF (x, y) = 0 (2)What Shröder is searhing for, is the relation obtaining among everyvalue not satisfying the given equation. It's only in the eleventh leture thatShröder tries to eliminate the existential quanti�ers, produing something asthe Skolem funtions. In fat, Löwenheim will refers himself to this leture,proving his theorem.3. As said before, Brady translates muh material from the third volumeof the Letures but, unfortunately, this text annot substitute the original;�rst, beause Brady's translation is inomplete and obviously re�ets herthought; seond, beause it is non indipendent. In this sense: Shröder,



356 Book Reviewssometimes, refers himself to a given page, for example x; it happens that thispage is not translated; so, the referene is unknowable. I think that Bradyould have put a note, in this ase, observing something as here Shröderrefers himself to. . . .Content of the book From Peire to Skolem. A Negleted Chapter in theHistory of Logi1. Introdution2. The Early Work of Charles S. Peire3. Peire's Calulus of Relatives: 18704. Peire on the Algebra of Logi: 18805. Peire on the Algebra of Relatives: 18836. Peire's Logi of Quanti�ers: 18857. Shröder's Calulus of Relatives8. Löwenheim's Contribution9. Skolem's Reasting10. Appendies
• Shröder's Leture I
• Shröder's Leture II (until page 68)
• Shröder's Leture III (page 76 and from page 97 to 101)
• Shröder's Leture V (until page 190)
• Shröder's Leture IX
• Shröder's Leture XI (page 491 and from page 497 to end)
• Shröder's Leture XII (from page 596 to end)
• Norbert Wiener's Thesis (it ontains some exerpt from Wiener'sthesis)11. Bibliography12. Index Referenes[Bra00℄ Geraldine Brady, From Peire to Skolem. A Negleted Chapter in the His-tory of Logi, Elsevier, 2000.[Mad01℄ Roger D. Maddux, �Relation algebras�, Draft version: 7 May 2001.



Book Reviews 357[Pe91℄ Volker Pekhaus, �Ernst Shröder und die pasigraphishen Systeme vonPeano und Peire�, Mod. Logi 1 (1990/1991), 34�35.[Sh95℄ Ernst Shröder, Note über die Algebra der binären Relative, Math. Ann.(1895), 144�158.[Sh66℄ , Vorlesungen über die Algebra der Logik, Exakte Logik, vol. 3, Al-gebra und Logik der Relative, Chelsea Publishing Company, 1966.[vH67℄ Jean van Heijenoort, From Frege to Gödel, A Soure Book in MathematialLogi, 1879�1931, Harvard University Press, 1967.Davide Bondonivia Bersaglio, 225070 � Anfo (BS)Italydavidebondoni�ma.om


